Lambs of Sacrifice: Volume 2: A Mystics View

If you have read the first book in the series
of Lambs of Sacrifice then you already
know that the author has a way of sharing
spiritual principles in the most unusual
ways;
sometimes
mischievously,
sometimes using physical pictures of
spiritual realities, often times throwing in
some satire, but always communicating in
a way that will challenge your mind sets
and belief systems. Volume 2 contains a
compilation of 25 completely differing
subjects to cause you to think even deeper
in your journey with the Lord. Included
are visions, poems, stories, satire, dreams,
and much more, along with many scripture
references so you might verify the thought
process for yourself. If satire gives you
enjoyment in your reading then The Book
of Shepherds is for you.
Does
reincarnation interest you? Find out what
the author mischievously says about it in I
Found Reincarnation in the Bible. Every
person will be able to relate to several, if
not more, of the subjects included in this
volume.
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